
NCRID Board Meeting @ CSDHH in Greensboro  
August 27, 2011 

 
Board Members Present: 
President, (Jennifer Johnson) JJ; 1st Vice President, (Tanya Miller) TM; 2nd Vice 
President, (Tzena Keyes) TK; Secretary, (Antwan Campbell) AC; Board Member-at-
Large, (Bill Ross) BR; Foothills Rep, (Stacy Bollinger) SB; 5 Points President, (Kim 
Barden) KB; Midstate Rep, (David Payne) DP; 
 
Absent: 
Board Member-at-Large, (Janet Beattie) JB; Board Member-at-Large, (Mark Whisenant) 
MW; Coastal President, (Marysue Murray) MM; Eastern NC President, (Debbie Batts) 
DB; Land O Sky President, (Regina Pente) RP; Triangle President, (Leah A Noe) LAN 
 
Meeting called to order at 10:10 am 
 
 

Agenda 
1. Mission,	Vision		
2. Reports		

a. President	
b. 1st	Vice	President:	CMP	
c. 2nd	Vice	President:	Membership	
d. Secretary	
e. Treasurer	
f. BML:	Historian	
g. BML:	Editor	
h. BML:	Parliamentarian/Conference		

3. Chapter	Reports		
4. Old	Business	

a. By-laws	&	Restructure	
b. 	Policies	&	Procedures	
c. 	Mentoring	
d. 	Website	

5. New	Business	
a. The	Upcoming	Year	

i. Meetings	
ii. Projects	

b. Conference	2012		
c. Emergencies	Preparedness	&	Response	

6. Wrap	Up		

Meeting was called to order and introductions were made around the room.  
 



JJ—read the mission and vision of RID found on www.rid.org  
 
Reports 
 
President—JJ; Attended the RID conference and it was a good turnout there was about 
800 people in attendance.  All of the open forums were signed and voiced which made it 
very accessible.  She feels that we needs to do more with Region.  All of the Region II 
Presidents had a great luncheon where they were able to sit down and talk about what 
they are doing and issues.  She is frustrated with the lack of communicate from the 
Region II Representative and will be communicating directly with Lisa Schafermaeyer to 
voice her concerns and give her the opportunity to improve communication and 
relationships among the Region II Affiliate Chapters.  Each Affiliate Chapter gave 
reports and there is a lot of potential to partner and piggy back off of other 
presidents/chapters in our region.  In regards to Clay Nettles, Clay has been our director 
for the past 15 years and his vision for RID has changed and so they felt like he wasn’t 
the person for the job.  There are some changes coming to the NIC exam and there is 
information on the website; now the test will only be a pass/fail.  This will eliminate the 
problems with the different levels. The council met around two weeks ago and Kelly 
Massey and LAN attended.  She felt a little overwhelmed but will sit down with JJ 
before the next meeting and she plans to work with both Kelly and LAN about this 
position.  I would also like to see more from this position as well as the NCITLB 
meetings as well, which our rep is Connie Jo. 
 
Treasurer—JJ; MW will serve as our interim treasurer if the board approves.  This will 
be good as we both are in Raleigh as well as the bookkeeper so that if any questions arise 
we can answer them quickly and we can get in touch with the bookkeeper.  We need to 
begin sending the membership data to the bookkeeper as well and we will change the 
address so that the forms will now go to the bookkeeper instead of TK  
 
1st VP—TM; workshops are starting up this year and as of now the numbers are kind of 
small but people are using the new forms and it seems that they prefer the new ones. For 
those who send in the correct flyer I would like to have the flyers posted on the website 
as a way of saying thank you for doing this correctly.  Also, there is a lot of paperwork 
for this position and I would like to request a laptop and/or a scanner for this position as 
the paperwork takes up a lot of space and is a lot to keep up with. 
 
2nd VP—TK; we currently have 268 members but that is because of the 60 days 
membership deadline and we did receive 1 new student membership so we are up to 16 
now. 
 
Secretary—AC; Most of my comments are for the website so I will hold off on that, but 
we do have two outstanding board minutes that need to be approved.  Both from the June 
meeting and our General meeting 
 
Editor—BR; We really didn’t have anything after the conference until school starts so I 
have only sent out 1 eterp but I still am receiving emails about how many people still like 



it.  But since I sent out the eterps I get a lot of emails that do not pertain to me so I 
forwarded them to those responsible.  I will send out a reminder about membership 
renewal and also send out a membership application along with it.  With our current setup 
our membership form has to be printed and sent it but I can create it so that people can 
actually type on it, save to their computer, and then send it in.  I will send it out to the 
board for approval and then make the necessary changes.  All articles need to be turned in 
to BR by September 15th  at the latest and so we can send out our Fall newsletter by the 
30th. 
 
Conference—JJ; JB is not here but conference did go over well.  We met and discussed 
lessons learned and will apply them for next years conference.  The evaluations were sent 
out and would like to send out something in the newsletter to address some of the 
concerns/feedback from the conference and she will be working on that.  She did not 
have a budget but she said all signs are showing a profit as we did have 16 registrations at 
the door. 
 
Chapter Presidents 
 5 Points—KB; we did our first workshop jointly with Fluent, ASLTA, and we 
had 62 people attend and it went over well.  We have a weekend of training coming in 
October 21-23rd.  The Language Gabs are being offered and we have some good 
presenters lined up and a lot of them are deaf.  We also have a family that we are 
sponsoring for Christmas and they came to my office and just cried because they were so 
happy.  Everything is planned between now and December because I found there is a 
drop in attendance. 
 
 Midstate—DP; we are having our kick off event in September 8th from 6-9pm at 
the library downtown in Greensboro. We had a lot of turn over with our board for various 
reasons so we are doing this as people say that they do not know what is going on even 
though it has been explained before and so they know that we are still here.  We are also 
going to be asking for more volunteers to get involved at our meeting.  The main contact 
person will still be Pat for now.   
 
 Land O’Sky—SB; I think we have most of our workshops for the year and 
hopefully when everything gets scheduled we will have a whole schedule.  A lot of things 
will be on the weekend this year.   
 
 Triangle—AC; We are planning another Mystery Dinner Workshop for the fall 
and have scheduled some workshops throughout the year.  We are also adopting two 
families for the holiday season. 
 
Old Business 
 By-laws; KB as far as the committee is concerned we are at a stand still because 
we are done; we have sent out the by-laws to RID but as of now they do not have a 
committee so we are on hold until the end of September.  We are also going to do a 
Policy & Procedures Manual.  Supposedly Mary Crump had started one but we cannot 
find it, so I have just took one of our old ones and am revamping it.  I looked at RID but 



theirs is so detailed that it is thousands of pages long and I think that would be too much 
for us.  I just think we need a simple P&P manual to say this is what the board runs, this 
is how the committee operates, and then the local committees could write their own and 
be added to the state manual.  The only other thing is what do we want to do with the 
P&P; do we want another committee to do that? TK since she has already started that 
then can she already head up that committee.  KB I don’t mind doing that I am just 
saying that another committee needs to be created. JJ we can do that and another goal for 
this year is too have a list of different things that we have done so we can see what still 
needs to be done and what we have accomplished.  TK I just have one more thing to add 
on to what has already been said, KB really just took over the by-laws and did a great job 
but because we are so spread out across the state it was hard to get together.  KB I will go 
ahead and send out the by-laws to the board so that we can go ahead and review them. 
 
 Restructure 
JJ what do we need to do in order to prepare for the restructure?  BR I don’t think people 
can wrap their head around the restructure because we just don’t get it.  KB But I think 
that it is because you haven’t been here long and cannot see how much is going to change 
but we have lost our local involvement and chapters before.  I do not think that it is the 
fact that it is actually changing but the fear of what is changing and the unknown.  BR 
our official restructure begins in July?  The members who are members of the local 
chapters but not the state level are in for a rude awakening as they do not understand the 
organization.  JJ what I want everyone to begin thinking about is what kind of small 
changes can we begin implementing now so that it will not be such a huge change in July 
in order to get people use to the process.  Like can we get a small committee to work on 
the website changes, to slowly get the process moving. 
 
Break/Lunch @ 11:40-12:10 
 
JJ we all need to begin incorporating some of the changes that will happen in June now; 
like getting people together to work on the website to get used to the media committee.  
We can ask all of the chapter treasurers to use our new form from the bookkeeper for the 
rest of this year.  TM wants to have a committee social so all of the CMP people can get 
to know one another. KB one of my concerns is that some of the other local chapters 
have only elected for a year so do we want to begin the letters of support in July.  TK I 
also think that maybe JJ should just have a meeting with the chapter Presidents to sit 
them down and say this is what needs to be done before July. BR this will help the 
membership realize that there is a difference and that we are not going to die. 
 
JJ our next planned meetings will be on November 5th, February 11th, and May 5th.  I will 
also send out an email to discuss conference calls and schedules. 
 
 Mentoring 
BR I have been looking through the old mentoring files and there are some concerns.  I 
did change the form so that it is easier to read, but it says that you must be RID certified 
in order to mentor and be paid for that and that excludes some qualified people who could 
mentor as well.  We have a lot of stipulations that we need to reconsider.  The original 



document is 7 pages but I want to make each document a separate sheet as some sheets 
need to be turned in.  In almost all of the mentoring files that I have seen its that they 
recommend 20 hours and are paid based on hours and time.  One thing that I would like 
to see is for NCRID to have a mentoring training workshop at no cost so that the 
membership can become mentors.  I will send out the rest of changes to the documents by 
the end of the week.  JJ I love the idea of a workshop and even maybe create some tools 
or evaluation models.  BR my main concern is the qualifications of who can be a mentor 
in order to be paid by us so I do want to change that.  TK I really like the idea of a 
workshop but in lieu of a fee how about we encourage people to make a contribution to 
the mentor fund.  But as far as the qualifications some of those might have originated 
from the original donor as of things that they wanted to see. So we might have to check in 
with MW to see what those were.  BR one of the things that I want to strike immediately 
is that you can only mentor once a year, and I will make the changes that I would like to 
see and then send it out to the board to get approval or to reject whatever you do not like. 
 
 Website 
BR I have talked with several people who do website or contact someone who does 
websites.  The only way our website will change is if we pay someone to do our website.  
There is a guy who creates the website trains someone on how to use it and then it goes to 
that person to run.  We would be able to use and upload paypal so that would eliminate 
some of the hassle.  The look of the website is really up to us, but the first thing is to see 
what we really need and what we want.  So the question is are we really ready to pay 
somebody to do that.  JJ what is the difference between that or the one that you can 
create for free.  BR the difference is that you will be trained by someone and then you 
can do whatever you want to the website yourself.  I know someone who would be able 
to do this and host the site which we would have to pay about $100/year.  As far as things 
that are required for our website we have to have a current application which you can not 
only submit but also pay online, members section, and the CMP paperwork needs to be 
accessible.  JJ before we wanted a who’s who section of the board, a map of the different 
regions, list of mentors, forms, calendar of events.  I will be in your area twice this year 
so maybe we can get together and begin working on this.  BR one of the things that will 
help out our membership is to have an easier way to register for workshops or even 
membership forms.  JJ I have heard from people that say they don’t want to be on the 
board but want to serve in a small capacity and this is just the kind of thing that would be 
great.  AC I have been receiving a lot of emails about things that need to be changed on 
the website which I forwarded to JJ and BR as there are several things that are outdated.  
Also the moving to NC link needs to be revamped as it is confusing and unclear for new 
interpreters that want to work in NC from other states.  BR I will hop on the website as 
soon as I finish up all of the mentoring stuff.  JJ we also need to add something about 
how to become a CDI on our website as well.  TK I think that this is something we can 
collaborate with the ITPs as they are not prepared to handle or work with deaf 
interpreters.  JJ there is some confusion about what the requirements are as well as some 
say I can’t be an interpreter because of something but they can.   
 
Break 1:05-1:15   
 



 Consolidation 
We wanted to let the agencies know that if the consolidation was to be done that we still 
want the interpreters to be included.  This might be a good thing to be included in the 
newsletter.  The Governor says that during the next legislation if there is no change that 
the consolidation of DSDHH, services for the blind, and VR will become one.  So a lot of 
the question is will this just be on paper as the budgets are not changing or what will 
happen so we have the opportunity to lobby to our legislators to be heard if we wanted to.  
The only voice we have is to send letters to your local legislators.  My biggest concern is 
that I do not want to write the letter as I work with DSDHH.  Also the services provided 
from these groups are for two completely different needs as the main concern for the 
blind is transportation and the deaf is communication.  I think that the interpreting 
community should be concerned about this.  TK maybe even talk with Kelly since she is 
on the council about bringing it up to them. 
 
New Business 
 Upcoming Year 
Meetings—Our meetings for this year will be 
11/5 
2/11 
5/5 
Projects—As of now we have a to do list which would include the website, mentoring 
fund, P&P, and the transition plan for this year.  TK what I would like to see is have a 
meter to see where we are in our strategic plan because with the redesign we are at least 
50% done with meeting this goal.  JJ one thing that MW said was that he would like to 
continue to work on this so I will talk to him about reformatting this as well so that we 
could incorporate that idea.  BR we are incorporating a lot of our goals in the things that 
we are doing; for example, the mentoring workshops can fall into a lot of categories.  TK 
this document that we have is the word part but we also have a visual one that was sent to 
the membership.  JJ now this was the first thing that we did we just never had a second 
go at it to make the form a one page design so that we could keep a running list of what 
we are accomplishing.  At this time I think the four things that we are doing is enough for 
now as it is the things that most people do not see but it is the foundation of our 
organization.  BR maybe we can send out something in conjunction with the licensure 
renewal so that we can reach all of those interpreters as well since we have 426 licensed 
interpreters.  I think it will be beneficial to both groups.  I think that those are really good 
goals.  TK at the February meeting I really think that we need to invite the chapter 
presidents and tell them to bring their delegation so that we can begin getting the letter of 
intent and begin the process early.  JJ I like the idea of having something like a general 
meeting in February like a retreat where we are focusing on the transition plan.  What do 
we think about meeting with our consumer groups all day Friday and then meet with the 
interpreters on Saturday about all of the changes.  We would need to invite NCAD, 
NCNAOBI, NCASLTA, NCBD, NCDB, DPI, ENCSD, NCSD, DMH, DSDHH, DVR, 
DSB, NC Alumni Association, deaf seniors, NCITLB, the Council chair for DHH, HAA, 
as well as ITPs for our retreat.  Saturday would just be the interpreting and Deaf 
community for those who are interested in serving.  At the bear minimum these people 
should at least receive a letter from us explaining what we are doing.  BR do we ever 



sponsor students who are interested in becoming interpreters?  TK we had something 
back in the recesses of my brain but it is now nonexistent.  JJ we may need to decide on 
how large we want the group to be as I do not want this massive group of people all with 
different agendas coming to the meeting.  If I had to pick right now I would see the core 
group as the consumer organizations.  We could also divide and conquer and go to their 
meetings throughout the year.  This is something we will need to think about.  MW & JJ 
will need to meet to go over the strategic plan. 
 
 Conference 2012 
It is going to be in Wilmington Susan Lanier is working on it.  We were asked to do a 
joint conference with NCASLTA and it is kind of hard to coordinate.  The most recent 
discussions is that Pat Stivland will be co-chair with Daisy if we want to do this.  I have 
some concerns still and that we need someone to create a pseudo agenda to see if this is 
feasible.  The only options that I can see is that we just take over everything and then tell 
them based on their registrations we will give them a percentage if there is a profit, or we 
just support them and pay for everything.  TK but then the question is what happens if 
there are people who are members of both.  JJ what I would like to do is that I send an 
email to the board of ASLTA and send a proposal so I can see what it would look like. 
 
 Emergency Preparedness & Response 
There is a lot of talk about how we alert the Deaf community about emergencies.  BR 
Mass already does this so can we look at other areas to see how they do things.  JJ yeah 
exactly, I found other states do this and there is an interpreter in the Greensboro area, 
Karen, who is interested in working with us on this.  TK having a list of interpreters who 
are already trained in different areas would be a great benefit to us as well as there are 
some who are already on the list.  The information is there but it is just not deaf friendly.  
JJ in my area what I do not see is enough support and intermingling between groups.  
RID is creating a SPP on this subject as well.   
 
JJ I would love to see in the newsletter is that we would pick a professional article and 
then have small discussion groups of people and then report back to the newsletter about 
what they talked about and learned.  I think this would be so cool as there are a lot of 
interesting articles and while I could facilitate a meeting in Raleigh I would like to have 
someone else begin getting little pocket groups from around the area and state.  DP this 
would definitely improve our profession.  BR I think this would be a great idea and my 
director would approve it as well. 
 
Meeting adjourned at 2:30pm 
 
Next Meeting November 5th @ CSDHH 10-3pm 
 
 


